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CLOSABLE HANDLE WATER REPELLENT COVER

LUMINOUS, REMOVABLE PATCH
With Julius-K9® logo.

Julius-K9® invention 2009

BREATHABLE, SKIN FRIENDLY INNER LINER
Unfairly, we don’t pay enough attention 
to these great features. The OEKO-TEX® 
material is manufactured to the highest 
international standards.

PERFECT ERGONOMICS
 The chest strap is positioned across the 

sternum of the dog.This way it distributes 
pressure over the chest area. The

benefit of it is that instead of its neck, the 
dog's chest muscles bear the weight of your 

pull. Julius-K9® invention 2009

HEAVY DUTY BUCKLES
The high-quality buckles of the IDC®-Powerharnesses 
are fully tested and checked. This careful attention is 
of great significance, especially during wintertime, as 
the buckles work perfectly and don’t break even in 
frosty weather. Made by Julius-K9®

REFLECTIVE EDGES AND CHEST STRAP
One of the most important functions 

of the IDC®-Powerharness is that it 
works well also as a visibility vest. 

The grey line of the chest strap and 
the edges of the harness are made of 
reflective materials to help keep your 

dog visible when out walking in the 

SIDE BAG FIXING OPTION
Side bags are available in 3L and 4L 

versions for the bigger Powerharness, 
sizes from 0 to 4. A smaller IDC® Universal 

side bag has also been available since 
2013. With a 250cm3 capacity, it’s ideal for 

carrying documents, vaccination papers, 
cellphones and dog treats. 
Julius-K9® invention 2002

FLASHLIGHT HOLDER
The flashlight holder is made of elastic material. Due 

to this, it can hold various sizes of flashlights. Made of 
high quality German materials. It can be used simul-

taneously with the side bags. It’s essential for search 
and rescue dogs and service dogs for working during 

the night.

IDC® HANDLE LOCK 
The handle fixing / covering option of the IDC®-Pow-
erharness allows 4 combinations. You can fix only the 
steel ring, only the handle, both of them, or none of 
them. With these, you can minimize the dog’s chances 
of being blocked. It’s really important especially for 
hunting and search and rescue dogs. NOTE: If the 
dog is blocked by the bushes the IDC®-Powerharness 
allows the dog to move  backwards easily, so the dog 
can escape. Julius-K9® invention 2009

AVAILABLE WITH SAFETY LOCK

locks, these products are designed for enhanced safety. The hook & loop mounting safety 
lock was developed by Julius-K9® in 2004, chiefly designed for service dogs. This practical 
accessory increases the load-bearing capacity of the buckle under the chest by 60 kg.  
It ensures safe use even in case of damaged (chewed) buckles. It has been in use by the City 
of London Police Dog Unit since 2013

Invention by Julius Sebő
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